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Putting the Happily Back in Ever After 
marriage/couples’ conferences • date nights • relationship events
Jeff and Shaunti focus around three core topics: understanding men, 
understanding women, and the little habits that create happy marriages. To dive 
even deeper into your relationship, you can add a talk on intimacy based on 
Shaunti's latest book, Secrets of Sex and Marriage.

This candid and fascinating talk series, based on Shaunti and Jeff’s research, is 
filled with aha! moments that unveil the inner workings of each spouse—
challenging couples with doable ways to support each other in the unique ways 
they need most.

This series can be crafted in many ways: 
» in person events or via video
» as a multi session marriage weekend with Jeff and Shaunti
» combined for a short, fun date night talk
» can include interactive Q&A time and discussion groups
» can be an tailored to include premarital couples

Encourage stronger relationships today! 

Understanding the Inner Lives of Men 
(What every woman needs to know!)
women’s events • couples’ events  • singles’ conferences • pastoral interviews

Filled with aha! moments from Shaunti’s groundbreaking book, For Women 
Only, this is a candid and fascinating talk. Rich with quotes and examples from 
surveys and interviews with over 1,500 men. 

Through its impactful eye-opening truths, women suddenly better under-stand 
their husbands (boyfriends, sons, even colleagues).

It helps and challenges women to support the men in their lives in the way that they need. 
Relationships change. Marriages can be saved. It’s the talk that all women need to hear. 
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A Simple Guide to the Inner Lives of Women 

(What every man needs to know!)
men’s events • couples’ events • sermon interviews

Believe it or not, it is easier than men ever thought, to understand a woman and 
make her happy.

Based on research with more than 5,000 women for Jeff and Shaunti Feldhahn’s 
book For Men Only, this road-tested message is filled with simple “to-do’s” that 
will lead to great success as a husband or boyfriend—and to great peace in the 
home.

This topic can be delivered just to men, or to couples as part of a Jeff and 
Shaunti marriage conference. 

It changes marriages! 

What Hollywood Gets Wrong About Sex- And What Couples Can Do Right
This talk is a great add on to a marriage event.
Based on a fascinating three-year research study for their book, Secrets of Sex & 
Marriage, sex therapist and pastor Dr. Michael Sytsma and/or best-selling 
author and social researcher Shaunti Feldhahn debunk common bedroom 
myths, share the factors and actions that matter most, and help every couple 
move toward the intimate life they have always wanted. This talk is 
approachable, can be tailored to fit any audience (including being “Sunday-
school safe”) and filled with actionable knowledge and “aha moments” for any 
couple. The research and clinical foundation makes this information listeners 
can trust, from both a scientific and faith perspective

If Shaunti is already at your church for a marriage event, 
invite her to stay and speak in your Sunday service.

Sermon Interview
An especially effective and impactful teaching format for today  

Shaunti loves to share her eye-opening research with the entire church body 
and to see the fruit that comes from members of the congregation learning 
these life-changing surprises at the same time.

She can speak on a variety of topics that would appeal to your entire church. 
Talk to Nicole to find out more.

Help your community relationships grow stronger through this impactful format today!




